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“Between the bitter and the sweet”:
longing and intimacy in Sappho’s and June Jordan’s love poems

KP Kaszubowski, MFA (Creative Writing) Graduate Student

June Jordan
(1936 - 2002)

Sappho
(c. 612 B.C.)

“One of my convictions is that at the center of every
poetic imagination is a cluster of key images which go back to
the poet’s childhood and which are usually associated with
pivotal experiences, not necessarily traumatic. That cluster
of key images is the purest concentration of the self, the
individuating node. You can tell the poets who are working
at their center by the distinctiveness of their voice, their
constellation of key images, their instantly recognizable beat.”
… from Stanley Kunitz‘s 1975 lecture at the Library of Congress, “From Feathers to Iron.”

Carl Sandburg
(1878 - 1967)

Walt Whitman
(1819 - 1892)

Lorine Niedecker
(1903 - 1970)

reptiles / the moon and the stars / heat / limb / pillow

Overlapping Constellations
of Imagery
and specifically in their love poetry too!

Sappho + June Jordan

reptiles / the moon and the stars / heat / limb / pillow
With his venom / Sappho

Poem about Heartbreak That Go On and On / June Jordan

Irresistible

bad love last like a big

and bittersweet

ugly lizard crawl around the house
forever

that loosener

and never change itself

of limbs, Love
into a butterfly (483)
reptile-like
strikes me down (Barnard 53)

reptiles / the moon and the stars / heat / limb / pillow
Tonight I’ve watched / Sappho
The moon and then
the Pleiades
go down
The night is now
half-gone; youth
goes; I am
in bed alone (Barnard 64)

I train my eyes to see / June Jordan
And like the stars
above the dark far streets
between us (496)
in the 7th section of 12:01AM / June Jordan
I am my soul adrift
the whole night sky denies me light
without you (477)

reptiles / the moon and the stars / heat / limb / pillow
as the hours have been endless to me while
you were gone / Sappho
You came, and you did
well to come: I needed
you. You have made
love blaze up in
my breast–bless you!
Bless you as often
as the hours have
been endless to me
while you were gone (Barnard 46)

Poem for Haruko / June Jordan
Now I do
relive an evening of retreat
a bridge I left behind
where all the solid heat
of lust and tender trembling
lay as cruel and as kind
as passion spins its infinite
tergiversations in between the bitter
and the sweet
Alone and longing for you
now I do (475)

reptiles / the moon and the stars / heat / limb / pillow
Sappho

12:01AM / June Jordan

Eros the melter of limbs (now
again) stirs me–
sweetbitter unmanageable
creature who steals in (Carson
265)

Forget about fever
Forget about healthy or unhealthy
this or that
At times
The flesh below the thin skin
of your naked leg
seems to my pilgrim lips
a living column smooth but swollen
with the juice of my new
Destiny (476)

reptiles / the moon and the stars / heat / limb / pillow
If you will come / Sappho

Mendocino Memory / June Jordan
I found the other half above the pillow

I shall put out
new pillows for
you to rest on (Barnard 45)

where you lay
asleep
face to one side
with nothing in this world
or the next
to hide (491)

reptiles / the moon and the stars / heat / limb / pillow
Sappho

Poem for Haruko / June Jordan

And with sweet oil
costly
you anointed yourself
and on a soft bed
delicate
you would let loose your longing
and neither any[ ]nor any
holy place nor
was there from which we were absent
no grove[

]no dance
]no sound
[(Carson 187)

to how you held a towel
wide as your slender arms are long
to fold around me
shivering from the bathtub
how you held a children’s story
close to my almost closing eyelids
how you held me
free
as I could ever hope
to be (485)
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